
COMMERCIAL + RESIDENTIAL +  ARCHITECTURAL + RETAIL + 



RADIANT LIGHTING.   
ESTABLISHED +  
RESPECTED  +  
INNOVATIVE +

In 1988, our vision was bold yet beautifully simple: to illuminate 

Australia’s building and architectural market with the most unique, 

functional and breathtaking lighting. 

Decades later, Radiant Lighting stands as the pinnacle of 

design, innovation and expertise. Representing the world’s best 

manufacturers and designers, Radiant Lighting has become 

the aspirational name for customised lighting solutions in the 

commercial, residential,  architectural, retail and industrial sectors.

Today, you’ll find Radiant Lighting in Perth, Melbourne, Sydney and 

Brisbane, with brands from Italy, Germany, Switzerland and Spain.
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COMMERCIAL. 
PLAN +  
DELIVER +  
SUCCESS + 

Radiant Lighting’s commercial division provides 

lighting solutions across all commercial sectors. 

This diversity is the secret to their success together 

with an ability to plan, procure and deliver projects 

to clients with a product that enhances their 

investment and derives success.







RETAIL. 
CUTTING-EDGE +
EXPERIENCE +

Remaining abreast to the latest innovations in 

architectural and decorative lighting from around 

the world, Radiant Lighting has developed a strong 

retail portfolio of clients locally and nationally. From 

small to large scale roll outs around its core values 

of quality, design integrity, innovation and servicing 

excellence.





RESIDENTIAL.  
DESIGN + 
STYLE + 
FUNCTIONALITY +

Working closely with architects, engineers and 

interior designers throughout Australia for over 

25 years, Radiant Lighting ensures seamless 

combinations of style and functionality with all of it’s 

residential projects. Radiant Lighting understands 

the significant role lighting plays in a home, from 

careful product selections and planning, to creating 

a tailored and exclusive lighting solution.



OUR PORTFOLIO. RADIANT LIGHTING HAS 
DEVELOPED A STRONG PORTFOLIO OF CLIENTS 
AND PROJECTS ACROSS AUSTRALIA.





SYDNEY
T 1300 438 609 F 1300 438 610
E sydney@radiantlighting.com.au

MELBOURNE
T 1300 438 609 F 1300 438 610
E melbourne@radiantlighting.com.au

BRISBANE
T 1300 438 609 F 1300 438 610
E brisbane@radiantlighting.com.au

PERTH
10 Gibberd Road Balcatta
Western Australia 6021
T +61 08 9240 2227 F 61 08 92401178
E sales@radiantlighting.com.au

Open Mon - Fri 8AM - 5PM
Sat 8AM - 12:30PM

radiantlighting.com.au


